In this paper we study the relativistic quantum dynamics of a massless fermion confined in a quantum ring. We use a model of confining potential and introduce the interaction via Dirac oscillator coupling, which provides ring confinement for massless Dirac fermions. The energy levels and corresponding eigenfuctions for this model in graphene layer in the presence of Aharonov-Bohm flux in the centre of the ring and the expression for persistent current in this model are derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the experimental obtaining of graphene [1] , several interesting physical phenomena were observed in this material, such as: anomalous Hall effect [2] , Klein paradox [3] [4] [5] , spin qubits [6] , Moiré potential [7] , etc. Experiments involving the study of quantum dots in graphene in the presence of magnetic field were performed [8, 9] , in which the energy spectrum in this system was observed. Theoretical models of quasiparticles confined in quantum dots [10, 11] and rings [12] [13] [14] in graphene have been recently proposed. In a mesoscopic electronic system, it is well known that when one varies the magnetic flux passing through the centre of device of a ring topology, a persistent current arises due to the Aharonov-Bohm effect [15] . This quantum coherence plays a central role in mesoscopic physics. From the theoretical point of view the persistent current has been investigated recently theoretically in Ref. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and experimentally in [22] .
The Dirac oscillator [23] is introduced as the relativistic version of the harmonic oscillator due to the fact that this coupling produces in the non-relativistic limit a harmonic oscillator with a strong spin-orbit coupling. The Dirac oscillator coupling is introduced via the following replacement in Dirac equation: p → p − iM ω β x, where M is a mass of the particle, and ω is the frequency of the oscillator. The Dirac oscillator has been investigated in several areas of physics: in the study of the hidden supersymmetry by Benitez et al [24] ; within the analogy with the Jaynes-Cummings model which was demonstrated by Rozmej and Arvieu [25] ; in the presence of topological defects [26] . Additionally, Bermudez et al. [27] have studied the Ramsey interferometric effect in non-relativistic limit of the Dirac oscillator.
Recently, applications of Dirac oscillator have been carried out in graphene by Quimbay and Strange [28] , in studies of quantum dots by Belouad et al. [29] performed with use of the confining models proposed in Ref. [30, 31] . Thermal properties of the Dirac oscillator have been investigated by Boumali and Hassanabadi [32] . Recently, the Dirac oscillator was observed experimentally in microwave physics [33] . The quantum dot in graphene in the presence of a topological defect was studied by Bueno et al. [34] , and spectrum of energy and the current persistent are obtained. In Ref. [34] the confinement potential was coupled in Dirac equation in the way similar to Dirac oscillator [23] . In Ref. [35] , the Landau levels in a graphene layer with the presence of disclination was investigated.
In this paper we investigate the quantum ring in a graphene layer. We use the model of confining potential proposed in Ref. [36] , this model is a relativistic version of the TanInkson model for the confining potential in two-dimensional space [16] . We investigate, in low energy limit, the system described by a massless Dirac equation, where a continuous description near Fermi K-points is employed. We use the Dirac oscillator type coupling to confine harmonically the quasiparticles in quantum ring pierced by Aharonov-Bohm flux in a graphene layer. We also study the influence of a disclination in two-dimensional quantum ring of nanometric size in the presence of Aharonov-Bohm quantum flux. From the Landau levels in graphene layer it is possible to obtain the magnitude of magnetic length b = /eB ≈ 50nm. This fact demonstrates the relevance of studying the physical influence of a disclination in this quantum ring, keeping in mind that the average size of one topological defect of this kind is of the order of interatomic distances for the carbon atoms in this structure. In both cases, we obtain the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of energy and persistent current. In the case of dynamics in the presence of defects, we demonstrate the dependence of these physical quantities on the parameter characterizing the disclination, thus demonstrating the influence of the defect in the dynamics in a quantum ring.
This paper is organized as follows: in section II, we present the confining model and the corresponding coupling in Dirac equation.
In Section III, we analyze the quantum dynamics of massless Dirac fermions in a quantum ring in graphene layer, and obtain the exact energy spectrum and eigenfunctions for the model where a thin Aharonov-Bohm flux confined to the center of the ring is introduced, and the persistent current is obtained in this case. In section IV, we obtain the eigenvalues and eingefunctions for quantum dynamics of massless Dirac fermions in a quantum ring in the presence of a disclination, and study the influence of topological defect is investigated and the persistent current, and finally, in section V we present the concluding remarks.
II. THE RING CONFINEMENT MODEL
In this section we present the potential used to confine the quasiparticle in a ring-like topology in graphene layer. Recently in Ref. [36] the authors proposed an extension to relativistic case of Tan-Inkson model [16] , which has been constructed to model quantum rings within non-relativistic dynamics of electrons and holes. In this relativistic model of confinement the authors [36] also used two control parameters to obtain a harmonic confinement in a two-dimensional ring, and the quantum point limits are obtained when we make one of the parameters to be zero, a 1 = 0. In this relativistic model the confining potential is introduced via coupling of the momentum of a quasiparticle in a manner similar to Dirac oscillator [23] . In the non-relativistic limit, the Tan-Inkson potential is obtained.
The coupling used in the massless Dirac equation to obtain the harmonic confining potential in ring topology in two-dimensional relativistic system is given by
where a 1 and a 2 are the parameters of the potential. Note that at a 1 −→ 0 we obtain a quantum dot harmonic confining potential. For the case a 2 −→ 0 we obtain the relativistic antidot. Now we use this new coupling in a massless Dirac equation to describe a quantum ring structure in graphene in the low-energy limit.
III. THE QUANTUM RING IN A GRAPHENE LAYER
The graphene physics can be treated as a laboratory for studies in relativistic quantum mechanics in (2+1)-dimensions. In the low energy limit near the Fermi points K + and K − , the dynamics of quasiparticle is described by a relativistic massless fermionic theory. In this theory, the massless Dirac spectrum arises because of the lattice structure of graphene. The hexagonal structure of graphene lattice has a basis composed by two sets of carbon atoms, this symmetry is responsible for the origin of the degree of freedom of isospin. In this energy scale the graphene layer is described by the Dirac equation. Now we introduce the Dirac equation in cylindrical coordinates. We start from the Dirac equation in general coordinate system [37] , given by
where we defined v f = = 1, where v f is the Fermi velocity, and k = 1, 2, 3. In this
∂x µ corresponds to the derivative in the general coordinate system and the parameters h k are the scale factors. Assuming the cylindrical symmetry, one can write metric in Minkowski space-time as ds 2 = −dt 2 + dρ 2 + ρ 2 dϕ 2 , from which we obtain the scale factors: h 0 = 1, h 1 = 1, h 2 = ρ; and the coordinates:
The matrices γ µ are the Dirac matrices defined in Minkowski space-time like:
with I and σ i are 2 × 2 matrices, being the identity and Pauli matrices respectively. The matrices α i (i = 1, 2, 3) and β satisfy the set of properties
In graphene, in regions near the Fermi points, the electrons behave like massless fermions, so that (2) is rewritten as
Using this equation, taking into account the properties of the matrices (3) and 4, the Dirac equation can be presented as
where we write the Dirac-type Hamiltonian only as H = αp. 
with Φ 0 = 2π |q| is the quantum Aharonov-Bohm magnetic flux. The solution of the Dirac equation is defined by ansatz :
where the spinors ψ = ψ(ρ, ϕ) and φ = φ(ρ, ϕ) represent each sublattice of the graphene monolayer. Applying the Hamiltonian (7) in the ansatz (8), we have two coupled equations for ψ and φ:
and
thus, eliminating φ, and substituting (9) in (10), we obtain the second-order differential equation:
In (11) it is possible to verify that ψ is the eigenfunction of σ 3 whose eigenvalues are s = ±1, where we write σ 3 ψ s = ±ψ s = sψ s . We can also see that the operators
are compatible with the conserved observables, i.e., they both commute with the Hamiltonian of the right side of equation, so we can take solution of (11) in the form:
where
, with l = 0, ±1, ±2, ... Substituting (12) in (11), using σ 3 ψ s = ±ψ s = sψ, and considering the property of Pauli matrices that σ i σ i = I and the notation R s (ρ) =
, we obtain the following radial equation:
where we define the following parameters:
To solve equation (13), we use the change of the variable = √ 2a 2 ρ 2 , and obtain
The solution of the equation (16) must be regular at the origin and finite everywhere, i.e., R s → 0 where ρ → ∞. The function satisfying these conditions has the form
and substituting (17) in ( 16), we arrive at following equation
which corresponds to confluent hypergeometric equation [39] , whose solution is given by
Imposing the condition that the solution for hypergeometric series becomes a polynomial of degree n, i.e.,
= −n, and using the definitions of parameters (15), we obtain the following eigenvalues
which is the spectrum of energy for the quasiparticle(E > 0 is associated electrons and E < 0 with holes) confined in the two-dimensional quantum ring on a monolayer of graphene.
Note that the energy spectrum 20 depends on the control parameters a 1 and a 2 and the quantum numbers n and l. The energy spectrum depends on the parameter characterizing the quantum ring in the graphene layer and on the Aharonov-Bohm flux. In the limit a 1 −→ 0 in Eq. (20), we obtain the spectrum of quasiparticle in quantum dot in graphene layer.
The solutions with positive energy E > 0 describe the dynamics of electrons in the conduction band, while E < 0 describes the dynamics of holes. Now we obtain the spinors corresponding to positive energy in (20) . First of all, we should note that, by using the radial wave functions (17), we can write (12) in the following form
Substituting (21) into (9), we obtain the solution for spinors of φ given by
where N s is the normalization constant. In this way, the bispinors can be represented as
From equations (8), (22) and (23), it is possible to write the positive energy solutions of the Dirac equation corresponding to the parallel and antiparallel components toward z axis:
for s = +1 e ψ − (ρ) = 0, by analogy,
for s = −1 e ψ + (ρ) = 0, where the factor f s in equations (24) and (25), is written as
with Γ(n) is the Euler gamma function. This solution correspond to the E > 0 case for massless Dirac equation for a quasiparticle confined in quantum ring in a graphene layer.
A. The Persistent Current for Quantum Ring in Graphene Layer
In this subsection we use the Byers-Yang relation [40] and the expression of eigenvalues (20) to calculate the persistent current for the quantum ring in graphene. With help of this relation we can obtain the persistent current by differentiating the expression of energy with respect to the magnetic flux
Substituting equation (20) into the equation (27), we can calculate the persistent currents in the system:
the persistent current (28) depends on the control parameters a 1 and a 2 and the quantum numbers n and l. The current is a periodic function of the Aharonov-Bohm flux Φ AB . Note that we have considered the persistent current for electrons E > 0. For the case of holes we use similar calculation for the case E < 0.
IV. QUANTUM RING IN GRAPHENE LAYER WITH DISCLINATION
In this section we study the quantum ring in a graphene layer in the presence of a topological defect, in this case, a disclination. We use the geometric theory of defects [41] to describe in the continuum limit the graphene layer with a topological defect. In a real crystal lattice, some topological defects can occur. The study of such defects has shown a number of technological applications [42] , as well as better understanding of the electronic transport properties, phase transitions and diffusion in condensed matter systems [43] . Among all this,
we highlight the topological defects of a structural nature, which have been studied both in gravitation and in condensed matter. In both cases, topological defects are associated with symmetry properties of the system. Dislocations are associated to translational symmetry of the lattice, and disclinations are associated with rotational symmetry. From the geometric viewpoint, dislocations are related with torsion of elastic medium and disclinations are associated with curvature of this medium. This topological defect can be obtained by Volterra [44] process. This process can be visualized by "cut and glue" procedure to obtain the topological defect. The studies of curved structures of carbon using massless Dirac equation intended to investigate electronic properties of these structures, have been carried out by several authors. In particular, González, Guinea and Vozmediano [45, 46] investigated a model to describe the fullerene molecules, in these studies the fullerene molecule is described by a spherical model in the presence on a non-Abelian gauge field produced by a magnetic monopole at the centre of the sphere. Recently, the electronic structure of a graphitic nanoparticle was investigated by Osipov, Kochetov and Pudlak [47] [48] [49] using a field theory model. Osipov and collaborators investigated disclinations in the conical, spherical and hyperbolic geometries. The local density of states was obtained using the Dirac equation in these geometries. It is well known that the spinor describing the quasiparticles near Fermi points acquires a holonomy being transported around a disclination.
This effect can be viewed as a geometrical Aharonov-Bohm effect [50, 51] . This result was generalized to a system with n disclinations, whose resulting configuration is described by an effective defect [52] . The three-dimensional metric describing a layer with topological defect in geometric theory [41] is given by
where α is the intensity of the disclination, it can be written in terms of the angular sector θ, which we removed or inserted in the graphene layer to form the defect, as α = 1 ± θ/2π.
This cut and glue process obeys the symmetry of the honeycomb lattice and the sector θ is a multiple of π/3, so, θ = ±N π/3 where N is an integer with 0 < N < 6. The "cut and glue" procedure to visualize the topological defect is named the Volterra process, when the parameter α within the range 0 < α < 1 characterizes a positive disclination, where within the Volterra process we remove an angular sector −N π/3 of graphene layer. The α in the range 1 < α < ∞ characterize negative disclinations, i.e., the defects formed through insertion of an angular sector +N π/3 within the Volterra process. In a graphene layer, disclinations described by the line element (29) correspond to removed sectors or inserted sectors. We can use gauge fields to describe the influence of a disclination in the electronic properties of graphene. First, for the gauge field, its quantum fluxes measure the angular deficit of the cone when a spinor is transported in a parallel manner around the apex in a closed path proving us the variation of the local reference frame along the path. The matrix of parallel transport or holonomy transformation [50] [51] [52] are obtained of geometry (29) and responsible by the variation of the local reference frame in the graphene layer and produces a flux that acts in the sublattices A/B of graphene layer with defect and are expressed by following integral
We have another contribution for the quantum holonomy in the graphene with topological defects and named of the spin flux. This spin flux is responsible for mixing of the Fermi points K ± [53] , and its expression is given by
where τ i are the Pauli matrices. Notice that the holonomy (31) acts in the K-space in contrast with the flux (30) which acts in the sublattices A/B. In this way, the τ i Pauli matrices act in the K-space and the Pauli matrices σ i act in the real space. Note that the expressions (30) and (31) are functions of the parameter α characterizing the presence of a disclination.
In this way, the Dirac equation for massless quasiparticles can be rewritten in the presence of non-Abelian gauge field introduced by the disclination and described in Eq. (31). This equation is given by
where the γ µ are the Dirac matrices defined in a curved space. The Γ µ term is a spinor connection, being present due to the curved nature of the geometry of the disclinated layer of graphene in a continuous limit. Moreover, we note in (32) the presence of a new term a µ which represents a non-Abelian gauge field related to the K spin flux. The non-zero nonAbelian gauge field a µ found in (32) is responsible for the mixing of the Fermi-points K ± .
Basing on the integral (31), one can express the non-zero component for the non-Abelian gauge field a µ in the graphene layer with disclination as
where the sign ± sign is related with the K ± spin fluxes. In a curved space the γ µ matrices can be expressed in function of triads fields e µ a (x). In this curved background the Dirac matrices must be defined by γ µ = e µ a (x) γ a and satisfy the anticommutation relation
ab , where η ab = diag (+ − −), is the usual Minkowski metric. From the spinor theory in curved spaces, the γ µ matrices must be defined in terms of field e and γ µ . The metric tensor is defined by (29) , and we write it in terms of the triad as follows:
We can choose a dual 1-forms basis, which describes the curved geometry of layer with the presence of topological defect, by e a = e a µ dx µ , where ω 2 1 = −ω 1 2 = −(α − 1)dϕ. In this way, the non-zero component of the spinorial connection is given by
Now we consider the inclusion of the Aharonov-Bohm flux piercing through the centre of the quantum ring. The vector potential is given by
and adding the contribution introduced by minimal coupling, one can write the Eq. (32) as
Now, we introduce the confinement potential (1) in Dirac equation using a coupling similar to Dirac oscillator, thus, the equation becomes
where Φ 0 = |q| 2π
. Now , we adopt the same procedure employed by Villalba in Ref. [54] .
We apply a transformation S(ϕ) = exp − 
where E is a constant. From the similarity transformations and the ansatz (39), we obtain the following set of coupled equations:
By eliminating φ with use of (41), from (40) we obtain the following equation
To solve Eq. (42), we use the ansatz
, with l = 0, ±1, ±2, ... Substituting ψ in (42), we obtain a radial equation
with parameters δ s , κ s and s defined as:
To solve the equation (43), we use the change of variable ξ = √ 2a 2 ρ 2 , and obtain
Doing the asymptotic analysis of Eq. (45), for the limits R s → 0 and ρ → ∞, it is possible to present radial equation in the following form:
Substituting the Eq. (46) in Eq. (45), we obtain the following equation for F s :
where Eq. (47) is the hypergeometric equation whose solution is the hypergeometric function:
The quantization aspect of the radial solution comes from the fact that hypergeometric functions must obey a convergence requirement, which is achieved when the first parameter of Eq. (48) satisfies the condition
Substituting the parameters ( 44) in Eq. (49), we obtain the energy spectrum for the quasiparticle confined in a quantum ring in graphene layer with disclination given by
where s = ±1 is related with sublattices A/B and the eigenvalues E > 0 represents electrons and E < 0 holes. Note that in the spectrum, there is the dependence on the quantum numbers n and l, the parameters a 1 and a 2 and the contribution of the non-Abelian gauge field due to the presence of the disclination. Note that, in the limit α −→ 1 we recover the results of the previous section for a quantum ring in graphene layer. If we consider the quantum dot limit a 1 −→ 0, we obtain the results obtained in Ref. [34] for a quantum dot in the presence of topological defect. In the limit a 2 −→ 0 we obtain the free quasiparticle case due nature antidot in the presence of disclination in graphene layer.
In the previous section, the solutions with positive energy E > 0 describe the dynamics of electrons in the conduction band while E < 0 describes the dynamics of holes in the valence band. For the equation (39) , the spinors corresponding to positive energy are given by
for s = +1 and ψ − (ρ) = 0, and by analogy again,
for s = −1 and ψ + (ρ) = 0. The factor f s = N s e −iEt looks like:
Note that for α = 1, the non-Abelian gauge field contribution a ϕ goes to zero. In this way, the parameters δ s , κ s , s reduce to the parameters ϑ s , ς s , ε s respectively. In other words, we recover the case of graphene layer without defect.
A. The persistent current in the presence of disclination Now, using the same procedure as in the previous section, we obtain the persistent current for a quantum ring in a graphene layer with a topological defect. We use the expression of eigenvalues (50) and the Byers-Yang relation [40] given by
In this way, the persistent current for this system is written as:
So, the persistent current is a function of the control parameters a 1 and a 2 and the quantum numbers n and l. In addition, we also observed the emergence of correction term a ϕ . Note that, the persistent current is a function of the parameter characterizing the curved geometry introduced by the topological defect. The expression (55) Note that in the limit a 1 −→ 0 in Eq. (55) we obtain the persistent current for a quantum dot in the presence of disclination [34] given by 
In the limit α −→ 1 in Eq. (56), we recover the persistent current for a quantum ring in a graphene layer obtained in the previous section. Note that we have considered the persistent current for electrons E > 0. For the case of holes we use similar calculation for the case E < 0.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this Contribution we have investigated a quasiparticle in a quantum ring in graphene in two cases with/without the presence of a topological defect. We have described these quasiparticles at low energies by a two-dimensional massless Dirac equation and have used an exactly solvable theoretical model to describe the harmonic confinement in a quantum ring in a graphene layer. We claim that our model can be used as a theoretical description of a quantum ring in suspended graphene, and in a future work we can introduce a contribution of gapped graphene in our model and study the influence of the presence of gap in this model.
We discussed the dynamics of Dirac spinors with/without the impacts of topological defects in the presence of a ring harmonic confining potential. The Dirac oscillator coupling is used with a model for the ring with harmonic potential to confine the quasiparticles. We have obtained the spectrum of energy of a quantum ring in the presence of Aharonov-Bohm fluxes and find that the persistent current is a periodic function of Aharonov-Bohm fluxes.
The influence of topological defect changes the electronic structure at low energy due to the coupling of the angular momentum with the non-Abelian gauge fields. The energy spectrum depends on the parameter α characterizing the change of the geometry of graphene layer introduced by disclination, and the parameters a 1 and a 2 characterizing the confinement potential. We have obtained the expression for the persistent current depending on the parameters characterizing the quantum ring and the topological defect. The current is a periodic function of the Aharonov-Bohm flux and the non-Abelian flux for case in the presence of the topological defect. We conclude that the impact of confinement potential and geometry introduced by topological defects for the electronic properties of graphene is crucial for the realization of the future investigation in quantum computation in these systems [55] [56] [57] .
